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(57) ABSTRACT 

A communications system includes multiple mobile Wireless 
communications devices transmitting at a same time to a ?xed 
receiver assembly. Each mobile Wireless communications 
device transmits a source signal de?ned by a respective char 

acter set comprising a plurality of symbols. At least one of the 
symbols in the respective character sets is transmitted at a 
different poWer level so that the transmitted source signal 
from each mobile Wireless communications device appears 
With linearly independent poWer level time periods. The lin 
early independent poWer level time periods are used by the 
?xed receiver assembly to populate a mixing matrix for signal 
separation processing. 

36 Claims, 13 Drawing Sheets 
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UNDULATING TRANSMIT PATTERNS FOR 
MULTIPLE SIMULTANEOUS 

TRANSMITTERS TO SUPPORT SIGNAL 
SEPARATION AT A RECEIVER 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

The present application is a continuation-in-part of US. 
patent application Ser. No. 11/233,316 ?led Sep. 22, 2005 
now US. Pat. No. 7,190,308 Which claims the bene?t ofU.S. 
Provisional Application Ser. Nos. 60/639,223 ?led Dec. 23, 
2004; 60/621,113 ?led Oct. 22, 2004; 60/620,775 ?led Oct. 
20, 2004; 60/620,776 ?led Oct. 20, 2004; 60/620,862 ?led 
Oct. 20, 2004; 60/615,338 ?led Oct. 1,2004; 60/615,260 ?led 
Oct. 1,2004; 60/612,546 ?led Sep. 23, 2004; 60/612,435 ?led 
Sep. 23, 2004; 60/612,433 ?led Sep. 23, 2004; 60/612,550 
?led Sep. 23, 2004; 60/612,632 ?led Sep. 23, 2004; 60/612, 
548 ?led Sep. 23, 2004; 60/612,471 ?led Sep. 23, 2004; 
60/612,551 ?led Sep. 23, 2004; 60/612,469 ?led Sep. 23, 
2004; and 60/612,547 ?led Sep. 23, 2004 the entire contents 
of Which are incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the ?eld of signal process 
ing, and more particularly, to separating desired source sig 
nals from a mixture of source signals using signal separation 
techniques. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Source signal separation involves recovering source sig 
nals from a composite signal, Wherein the composite signal 
includes a mixture of the source signals. Source signal sepa 
ration includes blind signal separation (BSS), for example. 
The separation is “blind” because it is often performed With 
limited information about the signals, the sources of the sig 
nals, and the effects that the propagation channel has on the 
signals. 
An example is the familiar “cocktail party” effect When a 

person at a party is able to separate a single voice from a 
combination of all the voices in the room. Blind source sepa 
ration is particularly applicable to cellular and personal Wire 
less communications devices, Where many frequency bands 
have become cluttered With numerous radio frequency emit 
ters, often co-existing in the same spectrum. The problem of 
co-channel emitters is expected to only Worsen in years to 
come With the development of loW poWer, unlicensed Wire 
less technologies such as Bluetooth and other personal area 
netWorks. 

Three commonly used blind signal separation techniques 
are principal component analysis (PCA), independent com 
ponent analysis (ICA) and singular value decomposition 
(SVD). PCA involves ?rst and second moment statistics of 
the source signals, and is used When the signal-to-noise ratios 
of the source signals are high. OtherWise, ICA is used Which 
involves PCA processing folloWed by third and fourth 
moment statistics of the source signals. As an alternative, 
SVD may be used to separate a source signal from the mixture 
of source signals based upon their eigenvalues. 

Regardless of the blind signal separation technique that is 
applied, a plurality of sensors is used to receive different 
mixtures of the source signals from the various signal 
sources. Each sensor outputs a mixture of the source signals, 
Which is a unique sum of the source signals. In general, both 
the channel coef?cients and the original source signals are 
unknoWn to the receiver. The unique sums of signals are used 
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2 
to populate a mixing matrix. The appropriate blind signal 
separation technique is then applied to the mixing matrix for 
separating desired source signals from the mixture of source 
signals. 
As an example, US. Pat. No. 6,799,170 discloses the sepa 

ration of an independent source signal from a mixture of 
source signals using ICA. A plurality of sensors receive the 
mixture of source signals, and a processor takes samples of 
the mixture of source signals over time and stores each 
sample as a data vector to create a data set. Each sensor 

outputs a mixture of the source signals, Which is a unique sum 
of the source signals. An ICA module performs an indepen 
dent component analysis of the data vectors to separate an 
independent source signal from other signals in the mixture of 
source signals. 
The sensors are spatially separated from one another, and 

the processor generates only one data vector for each respec 
tive sensor to create the data set. The ’170 patent also dis 
closes that the number of sensors N is equal to or greater than 
the number of sources M, i.e., NZM for populating the data 
set. A problem With such an implementation is that as the 
number of sources M increases, then so does the number of 
sensors N. Small portable communications devices have little 
available volume for a large number of sensors N, and mount 
ing the sensors on the outside of the communications devices 
is a problem for the users. 
US. Pat. No. 6,931,362 discloses another method for sepa 

rating signals using blind signal separation. The disclosed 
blind signal separation technique forms a mixing matrix With 
hybrid matrix-pencil adaptive array Weights that minimize 
the mean squared errors due to both interference emitters and 
Gaussian noise. The hybrid Weights maximize the signal to 
interference plus noise ratio. As With the ’170 patent, the 
sensors are also spatially separated from one another, and the 
number of sensors N is equal to or greater than the number of 
sources M for populating the mixing matrix. Moreover, each 
sensor provides a single input to the mixing matrix resulting 
in a larger volume area for a portable communications device. 
The rank of the mixing matrix thus determines hoW many 

signals can actually be separated. The larger the rank, the 
more signals that can be separated. A multipath signal is 
bene?cial in that it can be used to populate the mixing matrix, 
as long as the multipath signal is independent in some mea 
surable characteristic. Multipath occurs When a single data 
transmission encounters obstacles that cause it to split into 
multiple versions, each taking a different path to an intended 
receiver. 

HoWever, the symbols Within a multipath signal may be 
time shifted so that When they reach the intended receiver, 
they may cancel or interfere With other received symbols. 
Alternatively, multipath may not even exist betWeen the sig 
nal source and the intended receiver. As a consequence, the 
number of linearly independent signal sums received by the 
intended receiver for both of these cases may not be enough to 
populate the mixing matrix for signal separation. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In vieW of the foregoing background, it is therefore an 
object of the present invention to generate linearly indepen 
dent signal sums so that an intended receiver can populate a 
mixing matrix to a rank siZe suf?cient for signal separation 
processing. 

This and other objects, features, and advantages in accor 
dance With the present invention are provided by a commu 
nications system comprising at least I mobile Wireless com 
munications devices transmitting at a same time, Where J22. 
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Each mobile Wireless communications device transmits a 
source signal de?ned by a respective character set comprising 
a plurality of symbols. At least one of the symbols in the 
respective character set is transmitted at a different poWer 
level so that the transmitted source signals from the at least J 
mobile Wireless communications devices appear With at least 
L l to L J linearly independent poWer level time periods, Where 
L121 With at least one Lj>l. 

The term undulation, as used herein, thus refers to transmit 
pattern contours With varying gains, Which may or may not 
display degrees of symmetry. This is accomplished by at least 
one of the symbols in the character set being transmitted at a 
different poWer level so that the transmitted source signal 
appears With L linearly independent poWer level time periods. 
A ?xed communications device may separate source sig 

nals provided by M signal sources, Where M22. The J mobile 
Wireless communications devices may provide J of the M 
source signals including up to (L 1 * . . . *LJ) linearly indepen 
dent poWer level time periods. The ?xed communications 
device may comprise an antenna array comprising N antenna 
elements for receiving at least N different summations of the 
M source signals, where N; l . A receiver may be coupled to 
the antenna array for receiving the at least N different sum 
mations of the M source signals. 
A signal separation processor may be coupled to the 

receiver for forming a mixing matrix comprising the at least N 
different summations of the M source signals. The mixing 
matrix may have a rank equal up to at least (L 1* . . . *L). The 
signal separation processor separates desired source signals 
from the mixing matrix. 
As a result of each mobile Wireless communications 

devices generating L linearly independent poWer level time 
periods from a single source signal, multiple poWer level 
versions of the signal are created so that a corresponding 
number of multiple signal sums received at the ?xed commu 
nications device can be used to populate the mixing matrix for 
signal separation. 
The mobile Wireless communications devices may use 

time aligned slots for transmitting the source signals. Each 
mobile Wireless communications device may comprise an 
internal clock for setting their oWn timing to correspond With 
the time aligned slots. Alternatively, the ?xed communica 
tions device may comprise a transmitter for transmitting a 
synch signal so that the mobile Wireless communications 
devices can set their oWn timing to correspond With the time 
aligned slots. 

In creating the linearly independent poWer level time peri 
ods, the amplitude of each symbol in the character set may be 
constant, With at least tWo of the symbols being transmitted at 
different poWer levels. 

The ?xed communications device may be part of a base 
station so that the communications system is con?gured as a 
cellular netWork. 

The communications system may further comprise at least 
one ?xed receiver associated With the at least one ?xed trans 
mitter, and Wherein the Wireless communications device may 
further comprise a mobile transmitter for providing feedback 
to the at least one ?xed transmitter via the at least one ?xed 
receiver on transmission of the at least one symbol in the 
character set at the different poWer level. The feedback may 
comprise adjustment of the poWer level, and a sequence of the 
symbols Within character sets being transmitted at the differ 
ent poWer level. 

The signal separation processor may comprise a blind sig 
nal separation processor, and separate the desired source sig 
nals from the mixing matrix based on at least one of principal 
component analysis (PCA), independent component analysis 
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4 
(ICA), and single value decomposition (SVD). Alternatively, 
the signal separation processor may separate the desired 
source signals from the mixing matrix based on a knowledge 
based processing signal extraction process. 
The antenna array at the receiver may be con?gured With 

different antenna con?gurations. The antenna elements may 
comprise correlated and/or uncorrelated antenna elements, 
Wherein each element provides a single input to the mixing 
matrix. Alternatively, a portion of the antenna elements may 
have different polarizations for populating the mixing matrix. 

Enhancements may be made to the antenna con?gurations 
so that additional or replacement summations of the source 
signals are collected to further populate the mixing matrix. 
Array de?ection may be used in Which the elevation of the 
antenna patterns is changed for receiving additional summa 
tions of the source signals. 

Path selection may be performed so that all of the summa 
tions of the source signals used to populate the mixing matrix 
A have suitable correlation (1“ and 2'” moments) and/or 
statistically (3rd and 4th moments) independent values. In 
other Words, the incident signals are selectively chosen for 
receiving neW summations of the source signals to replace the 
summations that are not correlated and/or statistically inde 
pendent in a suitable Way. 

Signal splitting for further populating the mixing matrix 
may be performed. The different summation signals may be 
split using spreading codes. If a summation signal has k 
spreading codes, then that particular summation signal may 
be processed to provide k summation signals associated 
thereWith. The different summation signals may also be split 
into in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components to further 
populate the mixing matrix. The I and Q components thus act 
as a multiplier of 2 for the mixing matrix. 

Another aspect of the present invention is to a method for 
operating a communications system as de?ned above. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a typical operating scenario in 
Which a communications device receives desired and undes 
ired signals from their respective signal sources in accordance 
With the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a more detailed block diagram of the communi 
cations device shoWn in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a roadmap of the different approaches for creating 
the linear independent summations of the source signals for 
the mixing matrix in accordance With the present invention. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the antenna array con?gured as 
a sWitched beam antenna in accordance With the present 
invention. 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the antenna array con?gured as 
a phased array in accordance With the present invention. 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of the antenna array con?gured 
With polariZed antenna elements in accordance With the 
present invention. 

FIG. 7 is a 3-dimensional plot illustrating the use of tri 
polariZation in accordance With the present invention. 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a communications device With 
an antenna array comprising correlated and uncorrelated 
antenna elements for providing different summations of sig 
nals forblind signal separation processing in accordance With 
the present invention. 

FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a communications device 
operating based on array de?ection for providing different 
summations of signals for blind signal separation processing 
in accordance With the present invention. 
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FIG. 10 is block diagram of a switched beam antenna With 
an elevation controller for selectively changing an elevation 
of an antenna pattern in accordance With the present inven 
tion. 

FIG. 11 is an antenna plot illustrating an antenna pattern in 
the azimuth direction and then rotated in the elevation direc 
tion in response to the elevation controller illustrated in FIG. 
9. 

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of an antenna element With an 
RF choke formed in the ground plane for rotating the antenna 
pattern in the elevation direction accordance With the present 
invention. 

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of a communications device 
operating based on path selection for providing different sum 
mations of signals for blind signal separation processing in 
accordance With the present invention. 

FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a communications device 
operating based on spreading codes for providing additional 
summations of signals for blind signal separation processing 
in accordance With the present invention. 

FIG. 15 is a block diagram of a communications device 
operating based on in-phase and quadrature signal compo 
nents for providing additional summations of signals for 
blind signal separation processing in accordance With the 
present invention. 

FIG. 16 is a more detailedblock diagram of an in-phase and 
quadrature module connected to an antenna element as shoWn 
in FIG. 15. 

FIG. 17 is an illustration of a receiver receiving undulated 
transmit patterns in accordance With the present invention. 

FIG. 18 is an illustration of a receiver receiving undulated 
transmit patterns that are scaled but not rotated in accordance 
With the present invention. 

FIG. 19 is an illustration of a receiver receiving scaled and 
rotated undulated transmit patterns, and un-scaled and rotated 
undulated transmit patterns in accordance With the present 
invention. 

FIG. 20 is an illustration of a communications system in 
Which linearly independent poWer level time periods are 
received by a receiver from a ?xed transmission point at an 
infrastructure site in accordance With the present invention. 

FIG. 21 is a plot of the transmit pattern contours shoWn in 
FIG. 20 being undulated in a timing sequence knoWn to the 
receiver. 

FIG. 22 is a block diagram of a communications system in 
Which undulating patterns are used to support multiple trans 
mitters transmitting to the same access point in accordance 
With the present invention. 

FIG. 23 is a time line in Which a symbol period has 12 
variations (i.e., 12 chips) While the parameter being varied is 
held constant for 4 sequential chips in accordance With the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The present invention Will noW be described more fully 
hereinafter With reference to the accompanying draWings, in 
Which preferred embodiments of the invention are shoWn. 
This invention may, hoWever, be embodied in many different 
forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodi 
ments set forth herein. Rather, these embodiments are pro 
vided so that this disclosure Will be thorough and complete, 
and Will fully convey the scope of the invention to those 
skilled in the art. Like numbers refer to like elements through 
out, and prime notation is used to indicate similar elements in 
alternative embodiments. 
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6 
In communications netWorks there are source signals 

intended for a speci?c communications device, and there are 
source signals intended for other communications devices 
operating Within the same frequency band. When a source 
signal encounters obstacles that cause it to split into multiple 
versions, each taking a different path to an intended receiver, 
multipath occurs. There are also sources of noise Which pro 
duce signals that are not used for communications, but are 
received by the communications devices as Well. 

To facilitate decoding of the source signals of interest, 
blind signal separation is used to separate the signals received 
by a communications device. As noted above, the term 
“blind” refers to the fact that in an ideal case the signals can be 
separated Without any knoWledge about the nature of the 
signals or the transformations that occur due to interactions 
betWeen the signals and the communication channel. In prac 
tical implementations, any knoWledge that is available is 
often exploited. In this case, the signal separation is semi 
blind. 

Three commonly used techniques that fall under blind 
signal separation are principal component analysis (PCA), 
independent component analysis (ICA), and singular value 
decomposition (SVD). As long as the signals are independent 
in some measurable characteristic, and if their signal sums are 
linearly independent from each other, one or more of these 
blind signal separation techniques may be used to separate 
independent or desired source signals from a mixture of the 
source signals. The measurable characteristic is often some 
combination of the ?rst, second, third or fourth moments of 
the signals. 
PCA Whitens the signals, uses ?rst and second moments, 

and rotates the data set based on correlation properties. If the 
signal-to-noise ratios of the source signals are high, the signal 
separation process can stop With PCA. 

If the signal-to-noise ratios of the source signals are loW, 
then ICA separates the source signals based on statistical 
attributes involving the third and fourth moments of the 
source signals. When the source signals are Gaussian, their 
third and fourth moments are dependent on the ?rst and 
second moments, and ICA is capable of separating one Gaus 
sian signal As an alternative to ICA and PCA, SVD separates 
source signals from the mixture of source signals based upon 
their eigenvalues. 
As an alternative to blind signal separation processing, 

signal separation processing may be based on a knoWledge 
based processing signal extraction process. The knoWledge 
based signal separation process separates the desired source 
signals from the mixing matrix based on at least one of a Zero 
forcing (ZF) process, and a minimum mean squared estima 
tion (MMSE) process, for example. 
A typical scenario is illustrated in FIG. 1, in Which a plu 

rality of signal sources 20 transmit source signals 22. The 
source signals 22 are transmitted in a direction based upon 
generated antenna beams 24 associated With each respective 
signal source 20. The plurality of signal sources 20 include a 
?rst signal source 20(1) through an Mth signal source 20(M). 
LikeWise, the respective source signals are referenced 22(1) 
22(M) and the corresponding antenna beams are referenced 
24(1)-24(M). More straightforWard implementations are 
often utiliZed in communications netWorks in the form of 
omni-directional antenna patterns or directional antenna pat 
terns. 
An antenna array 32 for the communications device 3G 

receives a linear combination (mixture) of the source signals 
22 from the signal sources 20. If the source signals 22 reach 
the antenna array 32 by tWo or more paths, they then become 
knoWn as multipath signals. Causes of multipath include 
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atmospheric ducting, ionospheric re?ection and refraction, 
and re?ection and refraction from terrestrial objects, such as 
mountains and buildings. 

The antenna array 32 comprises a plurality of antenna 
elements 34, with each antenna element providing at least one 
linear combination (mixture) of the source signals 22 from 
the signal sources 20. The antenna elements 34 include a ?rst 
antenna element 34(1) through an Nth antenna element 
34(N). 

The received source signals 22(1)-22(M) are initially 
formed into a mixing matrix 36. The communications device 
30 uses blind signal separation techniques to determine a 
separation matrix 38 for separating the source signals in the 
mixing matrix. The separated signals are represented by ref 
erence 39. 

The communications device 30 jointly extracts the mixture 
of source signals received by the antenna array 32 by sam 
pling an aggregate or composite of the received source signals 
without knowledge of their characteristics. The output of 
each antenna element 34 is modeled as a summation of the 
source signals 22 after having been convolved with the 
impulse response of the channel, i.e., the propagation path 
between the output of a signal source 20 and the output of an 
antenna element 34 plus additive Gaussian noise. 

The communications device 30 for separating source sig 
nals provided by the M signal sources 20(1)-20(M) will now 
be discussed in greater detail with reference to FIG. 2. An 
antenna array 34 includes N antenna elements 34(1)-34(N) 
for receiving up to at least N different summations of the M 
source signals, with N and M being greater than 1. The 
antenna array 32 is not limited to any particular con?guration. 
The antenna array 32 may include one or more antenna ele 
ments 34. The antenna elements 34 may be con?gured so that 
the antenna array 32 forms a phased array or switched beam 
antenna, for example, as will be discussed in greater below. 
A transceiver 40 is connected downstream to the antenna 

array 32 for receiving up to the at least N different summa 
tions of the M source signals 22. A processor 42 is down 
stream to the transceiver 40. Even though the processor 42 is 
illustrated separate form the transceiver 40, the processor 
may also be included within the transceiver. The different 
summations of the M source signals 22 received by the trans 
ceiver 40 are used to populate the mixing matrix 36. The 
mixing matrix 36 is then processed by one or more blind 
signal separation processing modules 44, 46 and 48 within the 
processor 42. 

The blind signal separation processing modules include a 
PCA module 44, an ICA module 46 and an SVD module 48. 
These modules 44, 46 and 48 may be con?gured as part of a 
blind signal separation processor 49. The PCA module 44 
operates based on the ?rst and second moments of the differ 
ent summations of the received source signals, whereas the 
ICA module 46 operates based on the third and fourth 
moments of the same signals. The SVD module 48 performs 
signal separation based on the eigenvalues of the different 
summations of the received source signals. 
The correlation processing initially performed by the PCA 

module 44 determines an initial separation matrix 38(1) for 
the different summations of the source signals, and the ICA 
module 46 then determines an enhanced separation matrix 
38(2) for separating the source signals in the mixing matrix 
36. If the signals are separated by the SVD module 48, a 
separation matrix 38(3) is also determined for separating the 
different summations of the received source signals in the 
mixing matrix 36. 
From each respective separation matrix 38(1)-38(3), the 

separated signals are represented by reference number 39. 
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8 
The separated signals 39 then undergo signal analysis by a 
signal analysis module 50 to determine which signals are of 
interest and which signals are interferers. An application 
dependent processing module 52 processes the signals output 
from the signal analysis module 50. 
The decision on which signals are of interest may not 

always involve the ?nal signal to be decoded. For instance, the 
application may call for identifying interferers and subtract 
ing them from the different summations of the received 
source signals, and then feeding the reduced signal to a wave 
form decoder. In this case, the signals of interest are the ones 
that ultimately end up being rejected. 
The information fed to the PCA module 44 is a unique sum 

of signals xj. It is assumed that N linear mixtures x1, . . . 

of M independent components are observed: 

161(1) = “1151(1) + “MS/Al) + arMsMU) 

XjU) = a1151(1) + airs/Al) + ajMSMU) 

XA/(l) = tin/151(1) + “MS/Al) + KINMSMU) 

In general, both the channel coef?cients (Xjk and the original 
signals s k are unknown to the transceiver 40. In matrix nota 
tion the above set of equations may be compactly written as 
x:As, where A is the mixing matrix. The statistical model 
x:As is also known as the ICA model. Traditional techniques 
try to ?nd the inverse of the channel: s:A_x. 

The ICA module 46 determines a separation matrix W, and 
y:W(As):Wx. The vector y is a subset of s in unknown order 
with scaling changes. If all the signals are not separable, the 
more general form would be y:W(As)+Wn:Wx+Wn, where 
the additional n term is the residual noise due to the uniden 
ti?able sources. 

The ICA model is a generative model, which means that it 
describes how the observed data is generated by a process of 
mixing the components s k. The independent components are 
latent variables, meaning that they cannot be directly 
observed. Also, the mixing matrix A is assumed to be 
unknown. All that is observed is the random vector x, and A 
and s are to be estimated based upon x. 

The starting point of ICA is the assumption that the com 
ponents s k are statistically independent. Moreover, it is 
assumed that the independent components s k at mo st have one 
with a Gaussian distribution. The one signal with a Gaussian 
distribution limitation is due to the fact that the third moment 
of a Gaussian signal is 0, and the forth moment is indistin 
guishable amongst Gaussian signals. 

For simplicity, the unknown mixing matrix A is assumed to 
be square. Thus, the number of independent components is 
equal to the number of observed mixtures. However, this 
assumption can be relaxed at times. As long as the signals sk 
are statistically independent in some measurable characteris 
tic, the separation matrix W can be determined. 
The rank of the mixing matrix A determines how many 

signals can actually be separated. For example, a mixing 
matrix having a rank of 4 means that 4 source signals can be 
separated. Ideally, the rank of the mixing matrix A should at 
least be equal to the number of signal sources M. The larger 
the rank, the more signals that can be separated. As the num 
ber of sources M increases, then so does the required number 
of antenna elements N. The ’l70 and ’362 patents discussed 
in the background section both disclose that the number of 
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antenna elements N are equal to or greater than the number of 
signal sources M, i.e., NZM, otherwise a technique other 
than blind signal separation is to be used to separate the 
signals. 
An industry standard for creating the linearly independent 

sums of signals is to use N uncorrelated sensors, i.e., the 
sensors are spaced at least a Wavelength apart from one 
another. The Wavelength is based upon the operating fre 
quency of the communications device 30. The N sensors are 
uncorrelated in space, but correlated in polariZation and in 
angle. The N uncorrelated sensors provide N sums of linearly 
independent signals, Where each sensor provides a single 
entry into the mixing matrix A. 
A roadmap or outline of the different approaches for cre 

ating the linear independent summations of the source signals 
for the mixing matrix A Will initially be discussed With ref 
erence to FIG. 3. After a brief introduction, each approach 
Will be discussed in greater detail beloW. 

The ?rst section of the roadmap addresses enhancements 
that can be made on the transmitter side of the communica 
tions link for generating linearly independent signal sums so 
that an intended receiver can populate its mixing matrix to a 
rank siZe su?icient for signal separation processing. Block 90 
represents mobile communications devices, and Block 92 
represents transmitters at an infrastructure site. Both of these 
blocks feed into the RF channels (Block 94), Which in turn 
provide the RF signals to the next section of the roadmap, i.e., 
antenna receiver con?gurations. 

In the second section of the roadmap, Block 100 represents 
uncorrelated sensors, Wherein each sensor provides a single 
input to the mixing matrix A. Block 102 represents a corre 
lated antenna array, Wherein the array provides multiple 
inputs to populate the mixing matrix A. Block 104 also rep 
resents an antenna array, Wherein a portion of the antenna 
elements is correlated and the antenna elements have differ 
ent polarizations for populating the mixing matrix A. Differ 
ent combinations of the sensors and antenna arrays addressed 
by Blocks 100,102 and 104 may be combined in Block 106 to 
further populate the mixing matrix in Block 116. 

The third section of the roadmap addresses enhancements 
to the antenna receiver con?gurations provided in the second 
section. The enhancements are made so that additional or 
replacement summations of the source signals are collected to 
further populate the mixing matrix A. Block 108 involves 
array de?ection in Which the elevation of the antenna patterns 
is changed for receiving additional summations of the source 
signals. Anyone of the combinations in Block 106 may be 
used in the array de?ection Block 108. 

In Block 110, path selection is performed so that all of the 
summations of the source signals used to populate the mixing 
matrix A are correlated (1“ and 2'” moments) and/or statisti 
cally (3rd and 4th moments) independent. In other Words, the 
incident signals are selectively chosen for receiving neW sum 
mations of the source signals to replace the summations that 
are not correlated and/ or statistically independent. Block 110 
may be fed by anyone of the combinations in Block 106 and 
108. Blocks 108 and 110 may be fed directly to the mixing 
matrix Block 116. 

The fourth section of the roadmap addresses signal split 
ting for further populating the mixing matrix in Block 116. 
For example, Block 112 splits the different summation sig 
nals using spreading codes. If a summation signal has k 
spreading codes, then that particular summation signal may 
be processed to provide k summation signals associated 
thereWith. The spreading codes may be applied in combina 
tion With the outputs of Blocks 106, 108 and 110. Block 114 
splits the different summation signals into in-phase (I) and 
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10 
quadrature (Q) components to further populate the mixing 
matrix. The I and Q components thus act as a multiplier of 2 
for the mixing matrix, and may be applied in combination 
With the outputs of Blocks 106, 108, 110 and 112. 
The ?nal section of the roadmap is the mixing matrix A 

formed in Block 116. As illustrated in the roadmap, the mix 
ing matrix A may be populated With the different summations 
of the source signals based on anyone of the above described 
blocks. An advantage of the antenna array con?gurations in 
the second section is that compact antenna arrays may be 
formed for populating the mixing matrix A. An advantage of 
the antenna array con?gurations in the third and fourth sec 
tions is that N antenna elements, Where N is less than the 
number M of source signals, can be used to populate the 
mixing matrix With M or more summations of the source 
signals. 

In vieW of the antenna con?gurations discussed in the 
roadmap, an antenna array comprising N correlated antenna 
elements for receiving at least N different summations of the 
M source signals, With N and M being greater than 1, Will be 
discussed. In one embodiment, the antenna array is a 
sWitched beam antenna 140 as illustrated in FIG. 4. 
The sWitched beam antenna array 140 generates a plurality 

of antenna patterns, including directional antenna patterns 
and an omni -directional antenna pattern. The sWitched beam 
antenna 140 includes an active antenna element 142 and a pair 
of passive antenna elements 144. The actual number of active 
and passive antenna elements 142, 144 varies depending on 
the intended application. Reference is directed to Us. patent 
application Ser. No. ll/065,752 for a more detailed discus 
sion on the sWitched beam antenna array. This patent appli 
cation is assigned to the current assignee of the present inven 
tion, the contents of Which are incorporated herein by 
reference in its entirety. 

Each passive antenna element 144 includes an upper half 
144a and a loWer half 1441). The upper halves 14411 of the 
passive antenna elements 144 are connected to a ground plane 
146 through reactive loads 148. The reactive loads 148 are a 
variable reactance, Which is changeable in capacitance to 
inductance by using varactors, transmission lines or sWitch 
ing. By varying the reactive loads 148, the radiation patterns 
can be changed. Since there are tWo passive antenna elements 
144, four different antenna patterns can be formed. 

Three of the antenna patterns can be used to receive a 
unique sum of signals xj. The fourth pattern is a linear com 
bination of the other three, so it is not usable as an entry in the 
mixing matrix A. Consequently, With three antenna elements 
being utiliZed, three unique sum of signals xj are input to the 
mixing matrix A. An advantage of the sWitched beam antenna 
is that by using 3 elements 142 and 144, a mixing matrix of 
rank 3 can be supported. 

In another embodiment, the antenna array comprises N 
correlated active antenna elements so that the antenna array 
forms a phased array 160, as illustrated in FIG. 5. The phased 
array 160 comprises a plurality of active antenna elements 
162, and a plurality of Weight control components 164 
coupled to the active antenna elements. The Weight control 
components 164 adjust the amplitude and/or phase of the 
received signals to form a composite beam. 
A splitter/combiner 166 and a controller 168 are connected 

to the Weight control components 164. Reference is directed 
to Us. Pat. No. 6,473,036 for a more detailed discussion on 
the active array 160. This patent is assigned to the current 
assignee of the present invention, the contents of Which are 
incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 
The number of active elements 162 supports a mixing 

matrix A having the same rank. Even though the number of 
























